
Applied Keyboarding Packet, Grade 7
Shellee Wampole, contact info: swampoIe(hayward.12.wi.us

Focus of Homework Activity: Smart Home Technology, loT (Internet of Things)

Design a Smart Treehouse: From each of the five Smart Home technologies listed below, choose one
device from each category to have within a large one-room treehouse.

How To Document Your Work: On a separate piece of paper, list Applied Keyboarding, Grade 7, and
your first and last name. Create a design for a large one-room treehouse that would have seating for five
people (See a partial example below). Also draw where your five Smart Home technology devices would
be located. Feel free to use colored pencils and draw in any other room items you’d like (plants, rugs,
etc.) Only this piece of paper should be given to the school for Mrs. Wampole to grade.

#1 Smart Appliances
Example: Smart refrigerator (order groceries, see what items
you are low on, look up recipes), voice activated smart faucet,
Smart toilet (seat lifts and closes by itself, heated seat, plays
music by voice command)

#2 Home Security
Example: Smart security camera, video doorbell,
Smart smoke detector, Smart lock

#3 Heating & Lighting
Example: Smart thermostat, smart bulbs (lets you
remote control light intensity and color)

#4 Smart Voice Assistant
Example: Alexa, Amazon Echo

#5 Smart Entertainment
Example: Smart TV, smart speakers, smart projectors (egg
size device can show an image up to 100 inches across),
wireless music box (responds to voice commands), eyesight
control bar (adjusts your tv channel or volume by hand
movement)

*Optional websites for practicing your keyboarding skills
(Note: This part is not graded)
Keybricks, Typingtest.com, Baron von Typesfast, Horse Race Typing,
Nitro Type
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*Also optional and not graded: In case you miss doing 7’s as a warm up activity,
“‘List seven places (on the back of your assignment) that you should be careful walking on or

across.
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